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OUR STORY

Talostone’s commitment to industry innovation all began 
with the vision of its founder. Allan developed an interest 
in engineered stone, as he could see potential for the 
industry’s growth, both in terms of improving its visual 
appeal as well as its production quality. After making an 
initial investment in an engineered stone business, he 
came to realise that consumer demand and engineering 
capabilities would eventually drive an industry evolution. 
He clearly foresaw the transition from engineered stone 
produced only in solid colours, to stone featuring 
sophisticated marble replication.

Allan maintained a conviction that was not necessarily 
shared by those around him. With his characteristic 
enthusiasm and optimism, and risking all that he had 
built so far, he left his first business to pursue his vision. 
Determined to succeed in creating the first engineered 
marble imitation surfaces, he met with multiple architects, 
designers, and engineers.

In the course of his research, Allan realised the 
environmental waste inherent in conventional stone 
slab sizes, and set out to find a solution through the 
production of jumbo sized slabs. This innovation was met 
enthusiastically by homeowners and architects alike, as 
just one slab can easily be cut into pieces sufficient to 
create both a benchtop and a splashback.

Allan oversaw the development of perfectly replicated 
marble surfaces, with each hue taking, on average, one and 
a half years to produce. Quite simply, before Talostone, no 
one had witnessed such a perfect imitation of marble, as 
if nature itself had lent a hand in the creative process. It’s 
no exaggeration to say that Talostone set the standard for 
the engineered stone industry. Designers, architects and 
consumers immediately embraced this new innovation.

Allan, along with his team, has taken Talostone from 
strength to strength. Not only was Talostone a pioneer 
of jumbo sized slabs, as well as being the first to create 
imitation marble colours and textures from original natural 
marble colours, it is now introducing another Australian 
design first: a thinner, 12mm slab in Calacatta Luxe   and 
Carrara Gioia  . This slimmer slab has unique visual appeal 
as well as diversity in practical applications.

Allan’s commitment to himself, to his team, and to the 
industry is to make a genuine, positive contribution. This 
requires constant innovation, and vigilance to practices 
which support and protect the natural environment. For 
Allan, this contribution also means growing a company 
culture built on a foundation of mutual respect in which 
there is genuine, shared enthusiasm for the products.

There is no question that Talostone has made a strong 
industry impression since opening its doors in Australia in 
2013, and only greater things lie ahead.
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We appreciate the above images contribution from Builderswife, Metropoint Group Architects, The Palm Co, King Homes NSW

Why Talostone

All Talostone   colours are extensively researched 
before production commences with each new style 
taking approximately one and a half years from 
concept to completion. Our research and development 
team stays abreast of international design trends to 
ensure all slab styles and colours are at the cutting 
edge of tomorrow’s fashions.

Colour Innovation
®

We recognise the product behind the people has to stand 
up to the promises we make. So we only select the finest 

raw materials to create our wide range of Talostone 

colours. This means, for example, our white standard 
range colours are the whitest on the market and our black 
colours are true blacks. Designers, builders and architects 

can rely on Talostone    colours to look exactly as 
expected when they arrive on site.

Premium Quality
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The Talostone    jumbo slabs were an immediate 
success as the design and building community quickly 
realised they could reduce material costs and maximise 
slab usage as well as be more creative with their designs. 

Because all Talostone   thick-vein-colour slabs are 
available in pairs, this also allows designers to create 
pieces with that extra wow factor.

Jumbo Slab Size
®  

®

At Talostone  , Customer Service is at the core of 
our business. Whether you are an architect, interior 
designer, end user, developer, builder, kitchen/joinery 
company, or stonemason, it is the commitment of the 

Talostone   family to build relationships and take 
special care of our clients. 

Customer Service

®
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At Talostone   we pride ourselves on an exceptional product 
and great customer service which ensures we uphold the highest 
professional consultancy. Design collaboration is a process we 
embrace together with our clients. We communicate our shared 
and separate, specialised expertise to create solutions that tackle 
all aspects of a project.

Specialists in collaboration and consultancy

®

Talostone    is your natural choice with its significant creative 
uses including the ability of redefining shape, which is a unique 
and innovative feature of our stone. The emerging design trend 
of redefining shape is embracing the beauty of curves. This can 
extend project possibilities such as curved benches, rounded 
edges, and occasional statement pieces. 

Embracing emerging design and style
® At Talostone   we take the design and manufacture of 

our stone very seriously and invest heavily in research and 
development. Talostone is available in varied thickness 
including 20mm and 12mm thickness. These dimensions 
create stunning possibilities with back lighting effects which 
embody the qualities of translucency and transparency. This 
innovation also extends to the creative application in joinery 
frontage, splashbacks, feature walls and panelling.

Committed to innovation and function
®

The Talostone   team is committed to providing 
exceptional customer service at all levels. Welcome 
this experience by a visit to the TCEC in Sydney. Our 
team is highly engaged and specialised, possessing 
a complete and comprehensive knowledge of our 
products. Work with them as closely as you can 
and embrace the guest experience at our Sydney 
Experience Centre in Waterloo.

Talostone City Experience Centre, 
a world of possibilities

®
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The search for stone is comparable to searching for just the right painting that expresses your 
personality and style. However, when you are dealing with a significant element that can have such a 
visual and functional impact, it is important to be informed about it and to have a strategy for selecting. 
Our Experience Centre provides the opportunity to be excited by the entirety of large panels and their 
endless design possibilities. Featured is an occasional piece round table in our popular Carrara Gioia.

Experience the visual and functional impact of design opportunities

We all love tools that help make our lives easier and our colour 
selection displays make this possible. Choosing colour is probably 
the most exciting part of any new project but can also be a challenge.
See how our beautiful and unique display of stone and colours can 
affect the feeling your space creates. Our display range will inspire 
and support you to choose the best quality finishes to suit your style, 
budget and project.

Colour selection is an exceptional and 
valuable experience

Talostone  will have you challenging your expectations, with 
fresh possibilities in joinery detail. There is no need to limit your 
expression to traditional surfaces. Our 12mm stone thickness 
is featured magnificently on integrated drawer and door fronts. 
Embrace a visually uniform approach or enhance surrounding 
elements through limitless continuity.

Challenge your expectations

-
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Colour Selection

Premium Marble Range P13-32

Talostone  is made from natural quartz and therefore some variation in colour, aggregate and pattern may occur. Talostone  recommends making your final colour selection after 

viewing a sample of the current batch or a full slab.

The colours in this brochure are indicative and are as close to true colour as possible. Printed April 2022 and supersedes all previous version and subject to change without notice.

Copyright    Talostone  2022. Talostone  is trademark of Talostone  Pty Ltd. ACN 162 170 194.C
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Imperial DanbyTM

9020

Concrete OriginalTM

9010

Deluxe Range P47-52

Serene WhiteTM

8060

Arctic WhiteTM

3010

Neutral WhiteTM

3020

Calacatta LuxeTM

9030

Super WhiteTM

9300

Calacatta OroTM

9040 New

Onyx WhiteTM

9100

Lord WhiteTM

9400 New

Marble Range P33-46

Carrara ClassicTM

8110

Carrara GioiaTM

8080

Carrara GoldTM

8150

MarquinaTM

8270

Marmo GrisTM

8250 

Elba White

8300

Rustic ConcreteTM

8200

Standard Range 

Crushed IceTM

5010

Desert WhiteTM

6010

White MirrorLuxTM

5020

Black PearlTM

6060

Silver IceTM

5030

Black CaviarTM

5050

P53-66

Desert GreyTM

6070

Calacatta GoldTM

9080

Arabescato NeroTM

9600 New

Arabescato BorghiniTM

9500 New

-
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Italian chic welcomes contemporary 
flexibility within our Arabescato Borghini™. 
It delivers impact with a white background 
and soft grey veining. The blend of 
colour, pattern and stye offers a whole 
new look in our range. Create interest for 
all applications whether commercial or 
residential use, that will express beauty 
and distinction.
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Arabescato BorghiniTM

9500

-
1413
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Super White™ - A highly sought after 
luxurious stone, our Super White™ is 
bound to impress. It’s stylish appearance 
is defined by significant natural elements 
consisting of elegant tones of cool grey 
colours contrasting dark grey veining.  
Make a bold statement or contrast with a 
beautiful or sublime neutral palette.
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Super WhiteTM

9300

-
1615
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Arabescato Nero™ - Is where Italian elegance meets modern versatility. 
Distinctively defined large and small oblique regions of white surrounded 
by fine, dark grey veining. The intermingled play between the white and 
dark contrast is suitable for a broad range of uses. Whether modern or 
timeless in feel your design will articulate reverence to the multitude of 
forms offering a different view every time.

Premium Marble Range

Arabescato NeroTM

9600

-
1817
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Calacatta Oro™ - Presents a superb 
intricate array of golden beige veining. 
The simple yet sophisticated intertwining 
of contrasting whites contribute to its 
opulence and sophistication. Its beauty 
is bound in inconsistencies and varieties. 
Calacatta Oro™ is a stone that makes an 
understated contextual statement for a 
range of design projects.
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Calacatta OroTM

9040

-
2019
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Calacatta Luxe™ - A classic in our Premium Marble Range,
loved for its indistinguishable resemblance to genuine marble. 
Luxurious and natural, its fluid veins are stunning against 
a  bright, white background. Calacatta Luxe™ is a popular 
choice for splashbacks, benchtops and interior wall panels.

Premium Marble Range

Calacatta LuxeTM

9030

-
2221
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Fast becoming a beloved choice, Lord White™ - Is continuing our 
commitment to provide beautiful marble replication for exceptional 
design. Its organic aesthetic fascinates with contrasting blends 
of grey, white, beige and cream to renovate spaces that embrace 
depth and texture. Lord White™’s attraction is found in the finer 
details in which subtle complexities influence the ability to provoke 
satisfaction and calmness.

Premium Marble Range

Lord WhiteTM

9400

-
2423
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Calacatta Gold™ - The first colour of the Premium Marble Range 
to be introduced. It features a classic antique white background 
with soft, muted grey swirls that are lined throughout with delicate 
golden veins. At once classic and luxurious, Calacatta Gold™ is a
beloved choice for kitchen applications.

Premium Marble Range

Calacatta GoldTM

9080

-
2625
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Onyx WhiteTM

9100

Premium Marble Range
Onyx White™ - Is a beautiful translucent stone featuring exquisite 
and intricate elements. With fluid, swirling detail that is both unique 
and elegant, it will transform designs. Application has the capacity 
to create an illusion of space to smaller areas. The floating details 
when creatively backlit will infuse and illuminate spaces.

-
2827
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Imperial DanbyTM

9020

Premium Marble Range
Imperial Danby™ - Well loved by our customers as it is one of our 
most genuine marble renderings. With a mixture of shades set 
against a white background, its feathery veins and flowing appeal 
create a soft, luxurious feel.

-
3029
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Concrete Original™ - This favourite of 
architects and interior designers takes 
inspiration from an industrial aesthetic 
without compromising on luxury. Its 
leather honed finish is satisfying to the 
touch, with its unique texture giving it a 
grounded appeal.
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Concrete OriginalTM

9010

-
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Elba White

8300

Elba White - Celebrates the natural beauty of 
Elba stone, a magnificent Marble. It is fine and 
misty, featuring a sophisticated colour palette 
with subtle veins. Distinctly easy to live with, 
yet possessing the power to transform your 
designs into a work of art.

Marble Range

-
3433
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Marmo Gris™ - Is our most intricate hue, with subtle and muted shades of 
light and dark tones of golds, greys and antique white. Its cloudy softness 
betrays the intricacies of marbling without the strong lines and veins which 
are more prominent in other hues. Offered in both a polished and leather 
honed finish, the backdrop of Marmo Gris™ brings both dark or light 
interiors to life.

Marble Range

Marmo GrisTM

8250

-
3635
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Carrara Gioia™ - Is one of our most popular hues in the Marble 
Range, due to its soft yet intricate representation of genuine 
marble. From smokey greys and dark threads, to pale golden 
veins all presented in a balanced combination, the contrasts in 
this marbling convey subtlety with elegance.

Marble Range

Carrara GioiaTM

8080

-
3837
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Rustic Concrete™ - Is a modest addition to our 
Marble Range. Denoting a freely formed mottle 
with warm tones and a luscious texture. The natural 
simplicity embodies a concrete with a rustic feel. 
Bursting with significant unpretentious beauty, it will 
create authentic and grounded spaces.

Rustic ConcreteTM

8200

Marble Range

-
4039
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Carrara Gold™ - Combines a deep white base and gold details that impress 
a symbol of quality and distinction. Its veins are thin and feathery and that 
makes it unique. Our Carrara Gold™ is magnificent as it conserves the 
lightness but also enhances warmth to the current surroundings.

Marble Range

Carrara GoldTM

8150

-
4241
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Carrara Classic™ - Captures the essence of simplicity with its 
gentle tones. Its muted marble swirls give it the appearance of 
a more uniform colour. Perfect if you don’t want a bright white, 
or a strong contrast, Carrara Classic™ is elegantly subtle, whilst 
retaining all the characteristics of genuine marble.

Marble Range

Carrara ClassicTM

8110

-
4443
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Marquina™ - Is a popular choice to convey stylish 
sophistication. Wisps of smoky white veins are highlighted 
against a stunning black background, giving it an 
authentic marble effect with an unforgettable presence.

Marble Range

MarquinaTM

8270

-
4645
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Arctic White™ - Features the purest white in the engineered stone industry - a fresh, crisp
shade without imperfection. Fine grains of pure quartz give Arctic White™ its characteristic
silvery shimmer. This irreplicable shade creates a stunning impression that lends a clean,
modern appeal to any home.

Deluxe Range
Arctic WhiteTM

3010

-
4847
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Serene WhiteTM

8060

Serene White™ - Is a deluxe stone which is tempered with light and 
entirely balanced. With an imbued glow that creates a feeling that 
everything at last has found its perfect place. Adaptable for layering 
with accent colours or complement with neutral shades. Commit 
to calm, with its soothing possibilities to produce spaces that will 
influence your mood and capture moments.

Deluxe Range

-
5049
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Neutral White™ - Is a classic white of complimentary and ambient 
tone. Designed to enhance the statement of our marble colours 
through exceptional matching properties. A sublime accent or used 
as a feature to create a clear sense of space or highlight.

Deluxe Range

Neutral WhiteTM

3020

-
5251
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Crushed IceTM

5010

Crushed Ice™ - Has a modern and 
current appeal, with its speckled, 
mosaic like crystals on a white 
backdrop. Like the Crushed Ice™ 
that gives it its name, this surface 
has a cool and calming sparkle. Both 
practical and simple, it is a popular 
choice for kitchen benchtops and 
splashbacks.
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White MirrorLux™ - Is characterised by a faint shimmer that is 
discernible in certain light. This stone is popular for practical 
applications, yet retains an elegant edge. Its simplicity and 
durability blend easily with other design elements, making it 
suitable for any application.

Standard Range

White MirrorLuxTM

5020

5655
-
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Silver Ice™ - Combines a simple white background tone with 
intricate, shimmery surface speckles, giving it both a sparkle 
and a touch of elegance.

Standard Range

Silver IceTM

5030

-
5857
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Desert White™ - Is one of our most popular and cost 
effective stone surfaces, offering a simple monochromatic 
white whose simplicity easily accommodates any 
environment.

Standard Range

Desert WhiteTM

6010

-
6059
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Black Caviar™ - Is our purest black surface. 
It’s dark and silky tones offer a stark contrast to 
cabinetry and decor, for which reason it remains 
a popular choice for many applications and 
settings.

Standard Range

Black CaviarTM

5050

-
6261
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Desert Grey™ - Lends an industrial sophistication to 
a natural, earthy tone. Its aesthetic appeal conveys 
durability, practicality and simplicity. It is a natural fit 
for both an outdoor setting, and for indoor settings 
which highlight the colors of nature.

Standard Range

Desert GreyTM

6070

-
6463
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Black Pearl™ - Contains all of the lustre of silky black, but with a slight pearly sheen. This
sophisticated black hue is perfect for all settings and creative applications.

Standard Range
Black PearlTM

6060

-
6665
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Talostone     Product Specifications® Edge Profiles

20mm Shark Nose

40mm Shark Nose
Laminated Edge

20mm Bullnose

40mm Pencil Round
Mitred Edge 

Shadow Line Edge 
(A preferred option for islands 

and drop down panels)

20mm Arris

40mm Pencil Round
Laminated Edge

For more edge profiles, please speak to your architect / interior designer / developer / builder / kitchen & joinery company / stonemason.

05

20mm Pencil Round 

01

09

Lambs Tongue (20mm or 40mm)

06

20mm Half Bullnose

02

07

03

08

04
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                                                                        Talostone  Health and Safety

At Talostone , safety is our top priority. Talostone   products are safe in its manufactured state for our customers.

Talostone  products as such are not hazardous. The hazards of this product can be associated with its processing. Operations such 
as cutting, drilling, sawing, and polishing, etc. can generate dust, and adequate ventilation is recommended to keep exposure to  
airborne dust below acceptable limits. Any dry fabrication process is prohibited.

It is a legal responsibility to provide a healthy and safe work environment. All materials need to be fabricated with consideration 
to the material composition and behaviour under various fabrication processes. When fabricating the products (cutting, polishing, 
drilling, sawing, etc.) silica dust is generated. Exposure to such dust above permissible levels can be dangerous. Stonemasons are 
required to understand and implement the well-known and published safety measures to prevent silicosis. If the correct procedures 
are followed by fabricators/stonemasons, the risk of silicosis can be reduced.

All our customers should check with their stonemasons before engaging their residential and commercial projects.

Talostone  is committed to continuing working with stonemasons and regulatory authorities to improve the implementation level of 
the safety procedures by stonemasons.

For more detailed information of silica, please visit https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/safety-topic/hazards/crystalline-silica-
and-silicosis

The above information was the updated information upon the time that the brochures were printed.Talostone   reserves the rights to update 

information without notice. For updated information of Health and Safety, please visit regulatory authorities official websites or speak to their officers, 

speak to one of Talostone team members or your stonemason.

20mm is normal stock, for 12mm and 30mm, please contact us regarding availability. Orders can be requested with eight 
weeks lead time.

Small size slabs of 3060x1440x20mm are available for selected colours for projects. Please speak to the Talostone team for 
more information.

Please visit talostone.com.au for the latest colour innovaton.

For more details of our products, please feel free to contact the Talostone team.

-
6867
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Basic Information
First Name:                                                                                      Surname: 

Street Address:

Suburb:                                                                                            State:                                                 Postcode:

Contact Number:                                                                              Email:

Place of Purchase

Retailer or Builder:

And/or Stonemason:

Install or Settlement Date:

Talostone  Colour Code and Name:

Talostone  Batch Number:

Product Use

      Kitchen Benchtop;                                                    Wall cladding;

      Kitchen Splashback;                                                 Bathroom Vanity top;

      Other (Please provide details):

(Please tick all applied applications)

Signature:                                                                               Date:     DD    /  MM    /  YYYY

      I/We have read Talostone latest Warranty Policy and understood all conditions completely. 
(The returned warranty form will not be valid if the box was not ticked)
Please fill out the form with correct and valid information, sign and return it to our Head Office address 97 Jedda Road, Prestons NSW 2170. 
Talostone  highly recommends all our customers submitting the Warranty Registration Form online at talostone.com.au/support
Thank you for choosing 

Care & Maintenance

Talostone®  products are high stain resistance but not stain approved.

Because all Talostone®  surfaces are high in density and low in porosity, normal cleaning with a damp cloth and mild detergent is all that is 
required to maintain your benchtops. 

We recommend wiping the benchtop surface with a soft cloth while the spills are still damp. If further cleaning is needed, apply a spray of 
mild detergent and leave for 2-3 minutes then wipe off with a soft, clean cloth. More stubborn stains can be removed with a small amount 
of a Talostone®  Cream Cleanser applied to a damp, soft cloth or Talostone®  non-abrasive sponge. We highly recommend you do not 
spray the cleaner directly onto the benchtop. The area should then be wiped using a circular motion, then rinse thoroughly with water and 
dry with a soft cloth. 

We recommend thorough cleaning of your Talostone®  surface on a regular basis to keep it looking as-new. 

We do not recommend using abrasive cleaners or pads on Talostone®  surfaces as this could damage the surface finish and reduce the 
surface shine. 

Leather Honed and Matte surfaces traditionally require more daily maintenance than standard or polished finishes. With a Leather Honed 
or Matte finish, there is more surface area so marks, stains and other signs of daily living will show more easily on these surfaces. Most 
marks or stains can be removed easily using Talostone®  Cream Cleanser. 

Everyday Cleaning

Because all Talostone®  surfaces are engineered, they are highly scratch resistant and durable. But the surface is not indestructible and any 
stone can be damaged by sharp or metal objects. We strongly recommend the use of a cutting board to avoid damage to your Talostone®  

surface. 

Scratch Resistant 

If a stain was unnoticed and accidentally left overnight it may become dry and difficult to clean. We recommend spraying the area with 
warm water and leaving it for 5 minutes. Once the dried residue becomes soft, it can be removed with a dry, soft microfibre cloth. If the 
stain proves to be stubborn, Talostone®  Cream Cleanser and a damp microfibre cloth may be used, working in a circular motion. Please 
apply Talostone®  Cream Cleanser to the cloth rather than directly onto the surface. 

Removing Hard Stains 

Heat Tolerance 

Talostone®  products contain natural quartz and this allows the surface to tolerate brief exposures to moderately hot temperatures. However, 
as with all stone surfaces any sudden or rapid temperature change can cause thermal shock, discolouration or damage. We recommend 
caution and we do not suggest hot pots and pans be placed directly on the surface. 

All Talostone®  surfaces are engineered to the highest chemical resistance levels available. However, strong chemicals and solvents may 
permanently damage the stone. We do not recommend the use of any strong caustic chemical cleaners. If your Talostone®  surface is 
accidentally exposed to such chemicals, rinse the area immediately with clean water to neutralise the effect. 

Talostone®  Cream Cleanser can be purchased from Talostone®  City Experience Centre - Sydney at 1/1 Danks Street, Waterloo NSW 2017 
or ordered online directly from Talostone®  official website of www.talostone.com.au. 

For more information of care and maintenance on Talostone®  surfaces, please visit our website or contact Talostone®  for further assistance.

Cleaning Agents to Avoid 

-
69

Talostone   Warranty Registration Form

-
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